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Abstract 

Accommodation needs are growing at a very fast rate in Thailand. Such a growth is paralleled by changes in 
the way lodging is developed and planned. Ecological sustainability managementencourages the holistic, 
multi-disciplinary development of tourism and hospitality businessesthat facilitates a constant and dynamic 
process of change of which hotel/ restaurant managers can take advantage through social learning and 
continual monitoring towards more sustainability. 

Today, the ecological sustainability managementof tourism and hospitality businesses are becoming more and 
more important. However, the concept of ecological sustainability management itself remains contested. 
Therefore, this research will discusses a variety of concepts and issues including the history, policy and 
planning for sustainability in lodging business, as well as the management and implementation of sustainable 
tourism. It is encouraging a more holistic and multidisciplinary approach towards sustainable tourism and its 
management.  

The study would therefore focus on the prevailing conditions of the lodging business in Thailand and more so 
at Bangkok Tree House. The research would delve into the measures taken by the management towards saving 
the environment and conserving scarce resources. Attributes such as energy conservation, saving paper, water 
management and waste management will be studied in detail. All unique approaches towards ecological 
sustainability management in lodging business would be studied and the study would point out future growth 
in this path. How can ecological sustainability managementin lodging business be increased and how will 
sustainability lead to a better future. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Bangkok Tree House a sustainable green hotel, located on Bang Namphueng, a small 
island on Chao-Phraya River also known as the Green Lung of Bangkok, the large landscape 
of Bang Namphueng is the new destination for a weekend getaway. Just 30 minute away 
from the city center you can skip to the Bangkok Tree House to find yourself surrounded by 
trees with fresh air. 

Bangkok’s first bed in a tree. Sleep in a tree, swim in a natural pond, take a carbon-
free cooking class, eat organic vegetables grown on site, lounge on a green roof, shower 
alfresco under the moonlight-with water heated by sunlight, share the view of the river 
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with white cranes and blue kingfishers. Bangkok Tree House is not for everyone. For your 
sake and ours, please read on to find out whether you and the Tree House are a compatible 
match.You will love the Bangkok Tree House if you love trees, plants, exotic lizards, birds, 
fireflies, cicadas, butterflies and Mother Nature. The Bangkok Tree House is one of the few 
green hotels by the river in Bangkok. One of the hotel’s green policies is to remove 1 kg (2.2 
lbs) of trash from the Chao Phraya River for every booking made. 

The research focuses on guests who are involved in this hotel. Particularly, examine 
the perception of hotel guests and their information process toward ecological 
sustainability management attributes provided. This research would facilitate the Bangkok 
tree house and other lodging business who implementing ecological sustainability 
management by investigating the perception of people who have already visited “The 
Bangkok Tea House”. Therefore, the findings will measure the perception of hotel guests 
and their information process toward sustainable green hotel factors and the results would 
be useful for the Bangkok tree house and other green lodging business for making effective 
ofa sustainable green hotel. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Bangkok Tree House 

Bangkok Tree House is a cluster of three-story suites sitting a long way downstream 
in the green lung of the city, Bang Krajao. Featuring clean-cut architecture it combines 
mineral (metal, glass and lots of mirrors) and organic (wood and bamboo) materials to 
perfection. At the Bangkok Tree House, all kitchen and organic waste are composted; 
laundry is line-dried; water is served in refillable glass bottles; cookers are used to prepare 
the lunchtime meals; plants clean the air in the rooms and the water in the natural 
swimming pond; organic herbal soaps and shampoos come from local sellers; outdoor and 
restaurant lights are powered by the wind and sun; and 2.2 pounds of trash are removed 
from the adjacent Chao Phraya River for every booking made.The hotel's "Reflect" 
restaurant menu highlights organic, local, and in-season produce much of it grown on 
premises, using harvested rainwaterin its sustainable, Thai, and vegan options. It's enough 
to make any urban dweller green with envy, a place where you can breathe clean air, 
explore a lush landscape, and sleep under the stars just a 30-minute ride outside the 
teeming, traffic-choked city centerby public transportation, no less without giving up all the 
comforts of home. Guests at the new Bangkok Tree House can whisk themselves away from 
the Thai capital and its 12 million people by hopping on a recently completed extension of 
the city's elevated-rail network, the BTS Skytrain, to the Bangna station and then continuing 
on by foot, bicycle, or boat. There's no road access to the hotel. (Bangkok Tree House, 
2014). 
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Perception and Information Processing 

Perception 

McShane and Glinow (2003) clarified perception as the process of selecting, 
organizing, and interpreting information in order to make sense of the world around us. 
Robbins (2001) explained that perception can be defined as a process by which individuals 
organize and interpret their sensory impressions in order to give meaning to their 
environment. Hanna and Wozniak (2001) explained that perception is the process of 
selecting, organizing, and interpreting sensations into a meaningful whole. Solomon (2004) 
explained that perception is the process by which the sensation are selected, organized, 
and interpreted, which the sensation refers to the immediate response of our sensory 
receptors (eyes, ears, nose, mouth, fingers) to basic stimuli such as light, color, sound, odor, 
and texture. George and Jones (2002) stated that perception is the process by which 
individuals select, organize, and interpret the input from their senses (vision, hearing, 
touch, smell, and taste) to give meaning and order to the world around them. Kreitner and 
Kinicki (2004) described that perception is a cognitive process that enables us to interpret 
and understand our surroundings. 

Information processing 

Information processing isthe science concerned with gathering and manipulating 
and storing and retrieving and classifying recorded information.(hyperdictionary, 2014).  

Engel, Blackwell and Miniard (1993) discussed the relevance of information 
processing toward marketing as communication is the bottom-line marketing activity. 
Therefore, consumer researchers have long been interested in discovering how people 
receive, process, and make sense of marketing communications.The first stage, information 
and persuasive communication must reach consumers where they happen to be. This is 
depicted as exposure. Once exposure occurs one or more of the senses are activated and 
preliminary processing commences.The next stage, attention, is defined as allocation of 
information-processing capacity to the incoming information. Attention is most likely to be 
attracted when the incoming message and its content are considered to be relevant. 
Consumers frequently ignore commercial persuasion at this stage and exercise their 
capabilities of selective attention. If attention is attracted, the message is further analyzed 
against categories of meaning stored in memory. The marketer hopes, of course, that 
accurate comprehension will be the outcome. As the incoming message is compared 
against existing beliefs, attitudes, and other factors stored in memory, any or all of these 
could be changed or modified in some way. If so, we can conclude that acceptance has 
taken place. If this new information is also stored in memory, then retention has taken 
place. 
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Ecological Sustainability Management 

All efforts at ecological sustainability tourism benefit not only business like the 
lodging industry with the five star ambiences but also the local populace. They benefit 
indirectly by the tourism effort and are known to garner a lot of money in the process. 
Policy makers have to realize that the implications of ecological sustainability tourism 
benefit a large number of people and also contribute to making the world a better 
place.The factors to be considered would include both internal and external strategies as 
follows: 

Internal Strategies: water management – conserving water is an important strategy 
which requires forethought and management. It includes reduction of wastage, water 
harvesting and water conservation; soil management – soil erosion is possible at many 
resort sites and these needs to be minimized. Secondly, landfills and garbage fills have to be 
considered carefully due to the problem of extra garbage and to maintain hygienic 
conditions; waste management – many times lodging industry throws away waste matter 
which can be recycled and used again. The policies adopted by the lodging business for 
waste management need to be studied; energy efficiency – most accommodation have 
large expensive energy requirements for space heating and cooling systems. However, 
there are many options for conserving energy.Solar heating, proper insulation and simply 
reducing the thermostat settings can help conserve energy.When guests leave rooms 
resorts need to have automatic shut off of appliances with the exception of essential things 
like refrigerators, alarm clocks and other important devices.Daily washing of linen, 
tablecloths, flannels, sheets and towels takes up tremendous amount of energy. This can be 
minimized by the resort in several ways. Guests should also have the option of washing 
linen every other day.Energy on lamps is another significant area. Introduction of 
fluorescent lamps as versus incandescent lamps can conserve a lot of energy. 

External strategies: used by lodging business to minimize pollution and control the 
environment are related to government policies like chartering a private plane, to the 
venue, not serving alcoholic drinks from a foreign country, subsidies, telephone lines 
etc.Ecotourism goes beyond prevailing notions of the overlap between nature tourism and 
ecological sustainability tourism to encompass the social dimensions of productive 
organization and environmental conservation. Ecological sustainability tourism does more 
than create a series of activities to attract visitors, offering them an opportunity to interact 
with nature in such a way as to make it possible to preserve or enhance the special qualities 
of the site and its flora and fauna, while allowing local inhabitants and future visitors to 
continue to enjoy these qualities. They also establish a durable productive base to allow the 
local inhabitants and eco-tourist service providers to enjoy a sustainable standard of living 
while the offer these services.Many pundits feel that ecological sustainability tourism 
encompasses community awareness. Tourists are a specialized community who visit a 
destination for enjoyment. However, if they can do so without adding to the pollution it can 
help save the environment. How accommodation rope in the tourists and make them aware 
about this is a daunting task but nevertheless very important.  
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This paper would therefore focus on the prevailing conditions at Bangkok Tree 
House. The paper would delve into the measures taken by the management towards saving 
the environment and conserving scarce resources. Attributes like energy conservation, 
water management and waste management will be studied in detail. All unique approaches 
towards ecological sustainability tourism would be studied and the paper would point out 
future growth in this path. How can ecotourism be increased and how will sustainability 
lead to a better future for lodging industry. 

Sustainable hoteloperation  

As tourists’ activities have been affected to the environment and influenced the 
earth’s ecosystem for many years since tourism and hospitality industry has become 
popular. Nowadays the negative consequences of tourists’ actions can be noticed 
everywhere. Especially, the hotelindustry is an important contributor to these problems as 
it is considered to be one of the larger industries in the world. Therefore, it need to be 
clarify why the hotel operations are compulsory to manage their environmental impacts 
and exactly what is involved in running a profitable business in line together with the 
principles of environmental stewardship and to the benefit of society as it is generally 
referred to sustainable hotel management programme. 

Sloan, Legrand and Chen (2009) pointed that a sustainable hospitality operation can 
be defined as a hospitality operation that manages its resources in such a way that 
economic, social and environmental benefits are maximized in order to meet the need of 
the present generation while protecting and enhancing opportunities for future 
generations.  

Interchangeably the meanings of sustainable hoteloperations and green hotels aim 
at reducing their impact on the environment and society. The American association, green 
hotels, provides a more resource-oriented definition: “green hotels are environmentally 
sustainable properties whose managers are eager to institute programs that save water, 
save energy and reduce solid waste while saving money to help protect our one and only 
earth” (Sloan, Legrand and Chen, 2009). 

Ecological sustainability management on lodging business 

The popular appearance of ecological sustainability management in the late 1980s 
was a panacea to all tourism and hospitality related problems at destination areas. Its 
popularity (Blamey, 2001; Orams, 2001) claimed to be associated with the general search 
for natural attractions during a holiday, eagerness to achieve sustainable development by 
any means, potential employment opportunities in natural areas, and shift towards 
planning in protected areas. This popularity has also been translated into an increase of 
visits for ecotourism related purposes, which, it is claimed, accounts for around 20% of total 
tourism arrivals (WTO, 1998). At the ecotourism summit in Quebec in Canada, numerous 
issues were discussed that reflect the importance of the concept both at the national and 
local levels. There are, however, a number of pitfalls with ecological sustainability tourism, 
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most of which are associated from its position within the tourism spectrum, its similarities 
with other green tourism products as well as its effective application (Orams, 2001). 

More specifically, ecological sustainability tourism was first defined as traveling to 
relatively undisturbed or uncontaminated natural areas with the specific objective of 
studying, admiring, and enjoying the scenery and its wild plants and animals, as well as any 
existing cultural manifestations (both past and present) found in these areas (Ceballos-
Lascurain, 1987). 

However this has changed in the present context, Swarbrooke (1998) mentioned 
that the lodgingbusiness has been a leading sector in the development of more 
environmentally friendly operational management practices. Chains such as Inter-
Continental and Canadian Pacific have been pioneers in the field. Their activities led to the 
creation of the very influential international hotels environmental initiative. 

Furthermore, Horner and Swarbrooke (1996) clarified that there are many hotel 
operators have been carrying out environmental audits and have then taken a range of 
initiatives designed to greenoperations including seven main functions as follows: 

 Developing recycling systems for packaging materials, paper, bottles and organic waste 

 Using recycled supplies like stationery and toilet paper 

 Installing water-saving devices in showers and toilets 

 Only using low energy light bulbs 

 Making full use of energy-conservation measures such as insulation 

 Using unbleached and un-dyed fabrics. 

 Developing solar-powered water heating systems. 

It is interesting to note that almost all of the actions outlined above also bring cost 
reductions for the lodging business. This may be the main motivating force behind the 
decision to undertake such actions. 

However, Swarbrooke (1998) also mentioned further that there are other aspects to 
sustainable operational management in the hotel sector, namely as follows: 

 Purchasing practices and the idea that, whatever possible, hotels and other 
accommodation establishments should source supplies they need from local suppliers, 
to maximize the economic benefits of tourism, for the local economy. 

 Being a good neighbor to the local community, minimizing noise and litter, as far as 
possible, for example. 

Thailand and Malaysia are the dominant ecological sustainability destinations. Both 
countries contain or are near major international gateways (Bangkok in Thailand, Kuala 
Lumpur and Singapore relative to Malaysia) and are thus well established as the major 
recipients of inbound tourists within the region. As two of the most prosperous countries in 
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South-East Asia (only Singapore and Brunei have larger per capita GNPs), Thailand and 
Malaysia also possess relatively well-developed internal road and air networks that 
facilitate access by inbound tourists and emergent domestic eco-tourist markets to well-
developed public protected area networks (Weaver, 2001). 

In 1991, the Toledo Ecotourism Association (TEA) initiated the construction of guest 
houses in six indigenous villages (of the Kekchi, Mayan and Garifuna indigenous groups) in 
the district of Toledo in the south of Belize. Each guesthouse sleeps eight visitors, and is 
built in traditional style, using local materials. As extras, concrete floors, water tanks, 
screened windows and private shared bathroom facilities are also included (Mowforth and 
Munt, 2009). Therefore, traditional style with of using the local materials indicated the 
application of ecological sustainability to the accommodation. 

For hotels and other forms of holiday accommodation a key issue for designing and 
landscaping buildings is the extent to which they blend into and respect the local 
environment and minimize environmental impact. Apart from the capacity of the chosen 
location to absorb the number of people to be provided for, this includes technology for the 
efficient use of energy and water, and control of waste (Middleton and Hawkins, 1998). 

Ecological sustainability management considered being a critical part for the lodging 
industry since the 19th century but during that period, the hotel business did not much 
concentrate and skipped for practicing properly. As Middleton and Hawkins (1998) 
summarized that the key issue for hotel business, even though comparatively few have 
formally recognized it at the present time, is that the future value of their capital assets as 
well as their earning potential is at risk in a deteriorating environment. Since 1991, through 
the International Hotels Environment Initiative and World Travel & Tourism Council (WTTC), 
the large international corporations have begun to demonstrate their awareness through 
mission statements, environmental audits of operations and implementation of 
environmental programmes. Most hotel businesshave been reluctant to involve clients in 
their environmental programmes, fearful that guests may perceive they are being offered a 
reduced level of service. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

The spot interviews of hotel’s guests were taken at the Bangkok Tree House by 
distributing a questionnaire. Therefore, 240 questionnaires has been distributed but 
tabulated the results of only 200 questionnaires which had been completed. The 
questionnaires were distributed and filled from 1st – 31st January, 2014. The questionnaires 
distributed to the hotel’s guests were designed on a scale of 5 – 1, with 5 as “strongly 
agree” to 1 as “strongly disagree”.   

Attributes which were considered important and which were assessed included 
land, water, electricity, pollution, oil, energy, housekeeping, food and beverage, noise 
reduction, communication to the guests and outsiders.  
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FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

40% of our respondents were between the age of 21 and 30, while 38% were 
between the years of 31 and 40, and 15% were between 41 – 50, the last group 7% were 
between 51 and above years of age.  

59% of the respondents were male tourists and rests 41% were female tourists. 

Regarding the characteristics of tourists 65% were international tourists, and the 
rest 35% were domestic tourists.  

About 14% of the tourists had visited the Bangkok Tree House only once, 52% had 
been there twice and the rest 34% had been there more than twice. 

Regarding electricity and energy savings, 85% said they strongly agreed that the 
Bangkok Tree House had implemented electricity and energy savings programs. However, 
14% agreed and from the rest only 1% were neutral. 

Regarding water saving, 75% strongly agreed that the Bangkok Tree House had 
implemented a water saving campaign. However, 22% agreed and the rest only 3% were 
neutral. 

Regarding clean environmental surroundings, 75% strongly agreed that the Bangkok 
Tree House had clean environmental surroundings. However, 15% agreed and the rest only 
10% were neutral. 

Regarding whether the river, canaland ponds surrounded by the hotel is clear and 
clean, 49% said strongly agreed that the beach in front of the Bangkok Tree House has clean 
and clear water. However, 35% agreed and from the rest only 19% were neutral. 

Regarding waste water treatment, 52% strongly agreed that the Bangkok Tree 
House operated waste water treatment every day. However, 39% agreed and of the rest 
only 9% were neutral. 

Regarding sports tourism and ecological factors, only 5% strongly agreed that the 
Bangkok Tree House provides sports tourism that affects the used of the ecological factors. 
However, 11% agreed, and then none were neutral, followed by 40% who disagreed and 
the rest 44% strongly disagreed. 

Regarding re-cycling of waste matters, 41% strongly agreed that the Bangkok Tree 
House has re-cycling of waste matters. However, 47% agreed and from the rest only 12% 
were neutral. 

Regarding use of solar energy, 75% strongly agreed that the use of solar energy is 
applicable to the Bangkok Tree House. However, 25% agreed and none were neutral. 
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CONCLUSION 

The Bangkok Tree House is a celebration of nature and related to the sustainable 
tourism is attempting to make as low an impact on the environment and local culture as 
possible, while helping to generate future employment for local people. The aim of 
sustainable tourism is to ensure that development brings a positive experience for local 
people, tourism companies and the tourists themselves. Sustainable tourism is an adopted 
practice in successful ecotourism because all hotel areas are strictly smoke-free for the 
health of guests and environment. They also grow "air cleaning plants" in guest rooms that 
help purify the air and produce oxygen at night. Food is always in-season and 100% 
“artificial anything” free. Their table d'hote or prix fixe menus feature three choices for 
each dinner course: seafood, Thai and vegan-highlighting fresh, seasonal and organic 
produce. Since better plan for meals, there is less inventory and even less kitchen waste. 
They equipped with eco-intelligent design and appliances so they don't need to sacrifice 
any of guests' comfort in their quest to become green.Moreover, 100% of the outdoor 
lights and restaurant lights are powered by wind and solar energy.Everything from cleaning 
products to bathroom amenities to all the food is organic.Furthermore, rain water is 
collected to grow their plants, flowers, and fruits. Whatever is left from the plants is treated 
to wash the dishes.They only use the most energy-efficient electrical. 

The overall assessment of this study points to the fact that the guests, employees 
and management team of the Bangkok Tree House have realized about conservation and 
pollution control as it will generate better ecotourism sustainability to the destination. 
Therefore, the hotel forms a significant part of conservation and pollution control. It 
involves the guests, employees, and also a local community as well. 

Amongst those interviewed, more than half the persons were visiting the Bangkok 
Tree House for the first time. However a significant 52% were repeat visitors and almost 
34% had been to the Bangkok Tree House more than two times. Therefore, the hotel did 
attract repeat guests and this formed a significant part of the ecotourism sustainability 
concern of the guests. 

Regarding the many factors about which we questioned them, their answers 
revealed that the various attributes contributed significantly to their satisfaction. However, 
the fact which is significant here is that performance is an intrinsic part of the factors. 
Therefore, just having the factorsare not enough. Contributions to the satisfaction of the 
performance regarding these factors also need to be clarified. 

Most of the hotel’s guests seemed to be educated, realized and fully supported the 
conservation and pollution control aspect which is done by the Bangkok Tree House. A large 
number were also satisfied with electricity and energy saving program. Similarly, water 
saving, recycling of waste matter and solar energy aspects were significant factors. 
Moreover, several guests are also supported the sports and recreational activities at the 
Bangkok Tree House were not harmful to the ecological factors. 
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The study therefore revealed that the Bangkok Tree House forms a significant part 
of ecotourism sustainability on outskirt of Bangkok, the area which the researcher had 
selected. Some guests had visited the hotel more than once and a good number were 
satisfied with the conservation and pollution control aspect they had perceived. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Bangkok tree house is an eco-friendly hotel which taking care of the guest’s health 
and also they believe that not everything needs a functional purpose and sometimes they 
need to create things that do not only appeal to the head, but also to the heart. As nothing 
is perfect, the researcher do have some recommendations for Bangkok tree house to be 
improved, as the following points: 

Provide more facilities. Bangkok tree house is unique already, but they should add 
some other facilities in order to make the guest will not get bored and will come more and 
more. 

Give more variable food. The restaurant’s menu will change following the season, 
but still the variability of food should be different in every season because they only have 
some kind of offered dishes. 

Build more public toilet. There is only one toilet room for man and woman. 
Theyhave to build the other one in order to prevent a long queue for the toilet user, 
especially during the peak season. 

Improve the cleanliness of the hotel. The room will be filled by some dust because 
the housekeeping clean the room only after the customer checked out. I think it does not 
appropriate. 

Put a curtain in the bathroom, the outdoor area upstairs would be better if it’s 
covered with a glass wall so that guests can still enjoy the stars without mosquitoes and 
rain problem. 
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